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Agenda 

•What is Distance Coaching?
•Benefits of Distance Coaching
•Considerations for Making Distance Coaching Successful

• Lessons Learned: Relationships, Preparation, Frequency, Coaching 
Strategies

• Use and Understanding of Technology 

•Providing Supports
• Leadership Team/Program-Wide 
• Family Child Care Home
• Practitioners

•Q & A 

Rethinking the Way we Work
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What is Distance Coaching? 

Evidence for Distance Coaching 

•Research has shown the use e-mail feedback can increase the 
use of specific teaching practices (Artman-Meeker & Hemmeter, 2012; 
Barton & Wolery, 2007; Hemmeter, Snyder, et al., 2011). 

•Text messaging has been shown to be an effective way of 
providing performance feedback (Barton,Rigor, et al., 2019).

•Video can be a powerful tool in improving teaching performance 
(Artman-Meeker, Hemmeter, & Snyder 2014).
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Distance Coaching: 
Example Coaching Actions 

• Watch video of classroom 
activity that teacher has 
uploaded  

• Provide written feedback via 
shared platform/website 

• Conference or video call with 
practitioner for reflection and 
feedback 

• Hold leadership team meeting 
virtually 

• Simple drop-off resources for 
teacher or classroom

You might consider Distance Coaching…

•Setting: 
• Rural
• Distance between sites receiving coaching

•Coaching Caseloads
•Practitioner Schedule 
•Time Constraints
•Response to pandemic: 

• Coaches not able to access classrooms or programs 
• Practitioners supporting children with e-learning or virtual learning 
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What Makes Distance Coaching Successful? 

Lessons Learned: 
Relationships 

Connect

• Find creative 
ways to build 
relationships with 
the practitioner, 
team, or program. 

Validate

• Acknowledge and 
validate what they 
might be facing in 
the moment.

• Gain 
understanding of 
current stressors, 
successes, and 
challenges. 

Individualize

• If coaching and 
training groups or 
teams, find ways 
to focus on 
individuals.
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Lessons Learned: 
Preparation

•Assess comfort of teacher with technology. 
•Can use brief surveys to assess skills with email, text, 
capturing video, uploading video, phone calls, video calls, 
etc.

•ASK! Each practitioner will have a preferred mode of 
communication.

•Help practitioners feel prepared. 
•Use an outline or an agenda to structure distance coaching 
supports.

•Provide materials ahead of time when possible.

•Use coaching log to structure meeting. 

• ECTA Video Conferencing 101
https://ectacenter.org/~pdfs/topics/di
saster/Video_Conferencing_101.pdf

• Build Your Video Conferencing 
Skills: For Home Visitors - And 
Everyone Else! 

https://youtu.be/NOFszpSwxBs

• PM Equity Coaching Guide 
https://challengingbehavior.cbcs.usf.
edu/docs/Pyramid-Model-Equity-
Coaching-Guide.pdf

Resources to Help You Feel Prepared 
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Resources to Help Practitioners Feel Prepared  

https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/document/using-video-improve-teaching-learning

Collaborative Partnership Considerations in 
Distance Coaching

Buy-
In 

Respect of 
privacy 

Coaching is 
Supportive 

More 
intentional 
focus on 

relationship 
building Set clear limits 

on use of 
digital media 

Access to and 
practice with 
technology 
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Technology Tips to Help Distance Coaching 

Ensure 
technology is  

available 

Prepare 
program or 

practitioner for 
use of 

technology and 
assess level of 

comfort

Practice outside 
meeting or 
coaching 
session 

Have a back up 
plan 

Provide tip 
sheets or 

resource guides 
for technology

Lessons Learned: 
Frequency and Quality of Coaching Interactions

• Ongoing connections seem to be making distance 
coaching feel authentic. 

• Make time for small connections.
• Not every contact has to be a virtual, face-to-face call. Use a 

phone call, text, or email.
• Drop off or mail resources.

• Personalize the connections, despite distance or 
ability to be in the classroom or program. 
• “How is that new visual support working for Xavier?"
• "I heard from several teachers that the new arrival 

procedures seem to be going smoothly. What would you say 
is working well right now?"
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Providing e-mail feedback

•Start with positive, supportive feedback.
•Be specific about what was observed. 
•Provide detailed suggestions for improvement on the practice.

• What it would look like? 
• When to utilize or words or phrases 

•Coach will need to provide ideas and resources:
• Links to video examples
• Tools for the classroom 
• Options for visuals

•Close with words of encouragement.
•Always provide “Next Steps.” 

Lessons Learned: 
Embrace PBC Strategies that Work via Distance

Focused Observation Ideas: 

•Use video when possible to 
capture the focused practice. 

•Without video: 
• Have teacher collect data on 

specific practice 
• Reflective conversation on 

specific practice 

Reflection and Feedback Ideas:

•Model practices over virtual 
call 

•Goal setting and action 
planning 

•Material provision 
•Supportive and constructive 
feedback 

•Problem solving discussion 
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Distance Coaching Across Settings 

Distance Coaching with Leadership Teams

•Set Agenda
• All members receive ahead time using technology

•Gather Data
• BIR data
• BoQ data
• Progress on Implementation Plan

•Technology considerations
• Determine Platform 
• Can all members access digital platform
• Back up plan if technology doesn’t work 

• Phone number to call if trouble connecting
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Distance Coaching with Family 
Child Care Homes 

Common barriers to coaching

• Identifying consistent time to 
meet

•Finding one-on-one time to 
action plan and provide 
feedback

•Holding meetings to review 
implementation plan 

Addressing barrier with distance 
coaching 

•Flexibility with time
•Emails, texts and phone calls 
provide quicker feedback

•Combine reviewing PBC goals 
along with implementation 
goals
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Distance Coaching with Practitioners

• Reflect on the experience of the 
teacher leading up to and during 
the pandemic. 

• Focus on developing a coaching 
space in which a teacher feels 
safe and secure.

• Meet teacher where they are. 
Know that “business as usual” 
coaching will resume someday; 
and that might not be your 
coaching plan right now. 

Final Thoughts: 
Focus on Collaborative Partnership 

“It is possible to prepare for the future 
without knowing what it will be. The 
primary way to prepare for the 
unknown is to attend to the quality of 
our relationships, to how well we 
know and trust one another.” 
-Margaret Wheatley, 2004
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Questions?

Use the 
Q&A panel 

to submit your 
questions.

25

Contact info? 

Ashley Nemec

ashley.c.nemec@vanderbilt.edu

Meghan von der Embse

mvonderembse@usf.edu

Anna Winneker

awinneker@usf.edu 

Tweety Yates

tweety.yates@vanderbilt.edu 
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Survey and Certificate

Live Viewers
• Email with survey link 

(in 1 hour)

Recording Viewers
• URL is on the recording

27

ChallengingBehavior.org

28
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Thank You

The contents of this presentation were developed under a grant from the U.S. Department 
of Education, #H326B170003. However, those contents do not necessarily represent the 
policy of the U.S. Department of Education, and you should not assume endorsement by 
the Federal Government. Project officer, Sunyoung Ahn.
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